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Abstract 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a new modeling method. It has shown good performance in many field and mostly 
outperformed neural networks. The parameter selection should to be done before training SVM. Modified particle 
swarm optimization (POS) was adpoted to select parameters of SVM. It is shown by simulation that the modified 
POS algorithm can derive a set of optimal parameters of SVM. Compared with neural networks, SVM model possess 
some advantages such as simple structure, fast convergence speed with high generalization ability. 
Keywords: support vector machine, parameter selection, chaotic particle swarm optimization  
1.Introduction  
Statistical Learning Theory focuses on the machine learning theory for small samples[1]. The 
main idea of the theory is to control the generalization ability of learning machine by controlling 
the complexity of its models. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a new general machine learning 
algorithm developed from Statistical Learning Theory. It mostly outperformed traditional 
methods in theory and practice. SVM solved the problems such as small samples, high 
dimensions, nonlinear and local minimum problem. It has shown good performance in many 
fields such as pattern recognition and regression[2].  
There are many kinds of function can be used for kernel of SVM, such as Gaussian and polynomial 
kernels. Wavelet function is a set of bases that can approximate arbitrary functions in arbitrary precision. 
So it is valuable to construct Wavelet SVM (WSVM) using a wavelet kernel[3]. First we construct a 
translation-invariant wavelet kernel by Marr wavelet. 
Training SVM can be formulated as a quadratic programming problem. The parameter selection of 
SVM should to be done before resolving the QP problem. Particle swarm optimization (POS)[4]algorithm 
was adpoted to select parameters of SVM in this paper. To improve its global search ability, POS 
algorithm was modified by virtue of chaotic motion with sensitive dependence on initial conditions and 
ergodicity. 
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2.Support vector machine 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) was first used to pattern classification, and the basic idea is: 
mapping the data in input space with nonlinear transform ( )φ ⋅  to a high dimensional feature 
space, in which the problems become seeking for optimal linear classification hyper-plane. 
Similar to pattern classification, the basic idea of SVM for Regression (SVR) is: mapping the 
data in input space with nonlinear transform ( )φ ⋅  to a high dimensional feature space, and use 
linear function *( ) ( )Tf x w x bφ= + to fit the sample data in the feature space, as well as ensure 
better generalization performance. Assume , ,ni ix R y R∈ ∈  1, ,i l= "  as observation 
sample, nR represents input space. SVR can be scribed as optimization problem of linearly 
constrained quadratic programming: 
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Constant 0C >  is a tradeoff between function complexity and loss error. According KKT condition of 
optimization theory, derivative of Lagrange function of optimization problem (1) to variable *, , ,i iw b ζ ζ  
should be zero. Together with dual principle and kernel theory, the dual problem of optimization problem 
(1) can be obtained: 
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( , ')K X X  is kernel function, it takes the formation: ( , ') ( ) ( ') ( )K X X X X K X Xφ φ ′= ⋅ = < ⋅ >  
, ' nX X R∈ . Mercer theorem[1] gives the conditions that a dot product kernel must satisfy. A translation 
invariant kernels, i.e. ( , )K X X ′  ( )K X X ′= − , is an admissible SVM kernel if and only if the Fourier 
transform is non-negative[5]: 
2[ ]( ) (2 ) exp( ( )) ( ) 0
N
N
R
F K j X K X dXω π ω−= − ⋅ ≥∫                                                                                      (3) 
This gives SVM kernel a necessary and sufficient condition for translation invariant kernels. It is useful 
for both checking if a function is an admissible kernel and actually constructing new kernels. The 
regression estimates for function with kernel are linear and takes the following form: 
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Learning machine for regression function described above is support vector machine. 
3.Wavelet function 
A function ( )xψ is called mother wavelet function if the function satisfies the admissible condition: 
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where ( )ωΨ is Fourier transform of ( )xψ . A function ( )f x  can be approximated by a family of wavelet 
base functions , ( )a b xψ , which is generated by dilations and translations of a mother wavelet function 
( )xψ : 
1
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, ,x a b R∈ , and ,a b is a factor of dilation and translation respectively. Therefore the wavelet transform 
and reconstruction of a function 2( ) ( )f x L R∈  can be written respectively as follow: 
, ,( ) ( ), ( )a b a bW f f x xψ=< >                                                                                                                           (7) 
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In the expression (8),   means to approximate ( )f x in finite terms. One function that satisfies the 
admissible condition (5) is Marr wavelet function[6]: 
22 / 2( ) (1 )e tt tψ −= −                                                                                                                                       (9) 
First we construct a one-dimension translation- invariant wavelet kernel by Marr wavelet (9): 
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Where ,x x R∈ . If tensor product of one-dimensional base function is used as a base of n-dimensional 
space, the kernel generating n-dimensional span space will be product of n one-dimension kernel[1]. Then 
we can directly obtain n-dimensional wavelet kernel according one-dimensional wavelet kernel (10): 
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4.Particle swarm optimization and chaotic particle swarm optimization 
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an evolutionary computation technique. It finds global 
optimum solution in search space through the interactions of individuals in a swarm of 
particles. Each particle represents a candidate solution to the problem and it has its own 
position and velocity.  Suppose particle swarms are in D dimension search space, the particles 
can change velocities and positions using the following rules: 
1
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where ,1 ,2 ,( , , , )i i i i Dx x x x= " , ,1 ,2 ,( , , , )i i i i Dv v v v= " , ip =  ,1 ,2 ,( , , , )i i i Dp p p" denote the position, velocity, 
best personal positions of i-th particle respectively. ,1 ,2 ,( , , , )g g g g Dp p p p= "  denotes the best position 
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among all of the personal best positions achieved so far, 1, 2, , ,i m= " i denote the index of 
particles, m denotes the number of particles in the swarm. i denotes the index of particles, 1,2, ,d D= " , 
denote the index of dimension of position and velocity. The superscripts k and 1k + denote the time index 
of the current and the next iterations respectively. Parameter ω is inertia weight factor that usually 
decreases linearly from 0.9 to 0.2 over the course of the run. The parameters c1 and c2 are called 
acceleration constant in interval of (0, 2) that adjust the maximum step of the particle flight toward ip and 
gp  position. In order to reduce the likelihood of the particle leaving the search space, the value of each 
dimension of the velocity ,
k
i dv is clamped to the range max max[ , ]d dv v− . The value of maxnv is usually chosen to 
be max maxd dv k x= ⋅  , 0.1 0.5k≤ ≤ , where maxdx is the upper bound of search region in the n-th dimension. 
Maintain the position iterations expression in expression (12) and modify the velocity iterations 
expression, we can derive the compression factor model which can guarantee convergence easily[4]:      
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where χ is convergence factor, whose value is subject to the function of 1 2ϕ ϕ ϕ= + ,and 1 2 2.05ϕ ϕ= = , 
so 4.1ϕ = , 0.729χ = . Compared the two iterations expression, it can be seen that they are identical in 
case of 0.729ω χ= = , 1 2 1 1.49445c c χ ϕ= = ⋅ = . However, the standard PSO algorithm has also some 
disadvantages like premature convergence phenomenon. In this paper POS algorithm was modified by virtue 
of chaotic motion.  
Chaos is behaves of intrinsic stochastic process in nonlinear deterministic system. Chaos 
can track any state in a certain scope without repetition according to its regularity, and have 
the property of stochastic, ergodic and sensitivity to initial value. So it can be used to a 
method of reset position of initial particle and particle which arrive bound of search space. To 
generate chaotic variable, we select Logistic: 
1 (1 ) 1,2,r r rj j jc c c rμ+ = − = "                                                                                                                     (14) 
where μ is control parameter, jc is chaotic variable and 0 1jc≤ ≤ , 1, 2j D= " , D is dimension of particle 
position, r denote the index of variant particle needed to reset its initial position. when 4μ = , the above 
expression is in entirely chaotic status , and variable jc is ergodic in interval (0,1) . By virtue of character 
that chaotic motion is sensitive to  initial values of, take D different initial values in interval (0,1) except 0, 
0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1,  put it to the above expression, and we derive D chaotic variable 1 11 , , Dc c" , 
corresponding to position of the first variant particle. The position of second variant particle is 2 21 , , Dc c" , 
and so on. In addition, it is need to map the chaotic variable rjc to variable
r
jx in optimization space: 
min max min( )r rj j j j jx x x x c= + −                                                                                                                           (15) 
Where min max,j jx x is boundary value of
r
jx . 
The main idea of modified PSO is: by virtue of chaotic motion with sensitive dependence on 
initial conditions and ergodicity, position of initial particle was initialized. Particle who reach 
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band of search space were put into the space again, whose position was initialized by the same 
chaotic optimization method. 
We select parameter for WSVM with above modified PSO. Parameter ε controls the sparse 
of support vector of SVM and affects precision of the regression model. But it can be 
determined in practical application. So we only look kernel width parameter a and 
regularization coefficient C as optimizing target variable. Dimension of particle ix  is 2D = . 
We define position vector x of PSO is [ , ]i i ix a C= , and its initialization value is in the solution 
interval because of real-number code. foldk −  cross validation error was used as fitness 
function of PSO. Calculate j-th generalization error by the next expression: 
2
1
1 ˆ( ( ) ( ))
jl
j i i
ij
e y x y x
l =
= −∑                                                                                                                        (16) 
where ˆ( )iy x is the forecast value for output of WSVM, and ( )iy x is target output value, and jl denote the 
number of j-th sample subset, 1, ,j k= " . Repeat the process k times, and after k times iteration the 
average value of five generalization error is foldk −  cross validation error. Here let 5k = . The best 
position among all of the personal best positions in the whole particle swarms represents a set of optimal 
parameters of WSVM. The pseudo-code for selecting parameters of WSVM with PSO can be described 
as follows: 
Step1: Initialization: particle number of particle swarm m , banded value of position and velocity, 
min max,x x , min max,v v  iteration times M . And initialize initial position and velocity 
0 0 0{ , }, 1, ,i i ix a C i m= = " , 0iv by chaotic variables according expression (15), initial particle 
velocity 0iv randomly. 
Step2: Separate the whole train samples even to 5 subset 1 5,S S" which contain no same samples each 
other, and let 0k = . 
Step3: Train SVM by optimal parameters  to present [ ]k k ki i ix a C= , calculate 5 fold−  cross validation 
error ke : 
Step3.1: initialize 1j = .  
Step3.2: subset jS as test set, else as train set. 
Step3.3: calculate generalization error kje of jS by expression (16), let 1j j= +  repeat Step3.2 
until 5j = . 
Step3.4: calculate average value of five generalization error, and derive 5 fold−  cross validation 
error ke . 
Step4: Let ke be value of fitness, denote personal and global best positions ke as ip , gp  respectively, let 
1k k= + , update position and velocity of particle according expression (13): [ ]k k ki i ix a C= , kiv . 
Step5: If the position of particle arrive min max,x x , initialize its position by chaotic variable  according 
expression (15), and restrict the velocity of particle in interval min max[ , ]v v . 
Step6: repeat Step3, until maximum number of iteration k M= .  
At last, form gp  can derive global optimal value: 
 [ , ]x a C=  
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5.Simulation experiment 
Now, we validate the performance of wavelet kernel and PSO algorithm by simulation experiments. It is 
to approximate a two-variable function: 
2 2
1 2 1( ) ( )sin(0.5 )f x x x= −x [-10,10] [-10,10]=∈ ×x                                                                                   (17) 
We take 400 points as he training examples, and 400 points as the testing examples. Pentium - IV 2.66G 
CPU, 256M memory and Matlab6.5 server as simulation platform. For comparison, we select another 
SVM with Gauss kernel, which marked as GSVM model. Two models are trained using the same training 
and testing samples. We resolve optimization problems of SVM with Sequential Minimal Optimization 
(SMO) algorithm [7,8].  
Some empirical parameters need to be selected beforehand: 0.05ε = , target error 0.001e = , which 
marked as WSVM model. In the process of parameter selection for SVM, the search scope for width 
parameter kernel function and regularization coefficient were restrict in interval: 
[0.001, 1]σ ∈ , [1, 15]C∈ , number of particle swarms 20m = . Let max maxd dv k x= ⋅ , 0.2k = , Maximum 
iteration times 30M = . All experiments consisted of 5 executions and the parameters with best fitness 
value were reserved. The result of optimization: [ ] [2.50, 30]Cσ =  for Gauss kernel and 
[ ] [3.9, 30]a C = for Marr kernel. Accuracy of train error and test error were measured by the following 
expression: 
1 1
2 22 2
1 1 1
1( ( ) ) /( ( ) ) ,
l l l
i i i i
i i i
y f y y y y
l
δ
= = =
= − − =∑ ∑ ∑                                                                                  (18) 
The relation of regularization coefficient and test error with number of iteration times were shown in 
Figure 1and Figure 2  respectively.  
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Fig.1 Convergence Process of a Single Particle for Optimization   Fig.2 Comparison of Convergence of Two PSO algorithms 
After training we can obtain WSVM and GSVM model. Then the test samples are input into the two 
trained model to validate their generalization performance. For comparison, we select BP neural network 
(BPNN) with 4 -10-1 structure, whose activation function of hidden and output layer are TANSIG, 
PURELIN respectively. It is trained with algorithm of gradient descent after proper parameter selection, 
which marked as BPNN model. Accuracy is measured by the Mean Square Error (MSE). Data of training 
time and accuracy for two models are shown in Table 1.  
Table1. Performance Comparison of Three Model 
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 Training Time
(Second) 
Accuracy of 
 Training 
Accuracy of 
Test 
WSVM 65.203 0.052 0.151 
GSVM 76.439 0.061 0.192 
NN 584 0.478 0.965 
It can be seen from simulation results that wave SVM model has a good approximation to test samples.  
6.Conclusion 
Marr wavelet was used to construct wavelet kernel. Modified chaotic particle swarm optimization was 
adpoted to select parameters of SVM. It is shown by simulation that the CPOS algorithm can derive a set 
of optimal parameters of WSVM, and WSVM possess some advantages such as fast convergence speed 
and high generalization ability compared with Gauss kernel SVM. Compared with neural networks, SVM 
model possess some advantages such as simple structure, fast convergence speed with high generalization 
ability. 
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